Understanding the human brain
Finding the causes of a wide variety of disorders
and conditions and better interventions for
people affected by them is a concern for us all.
Yet few realise that it cannot be achieved
without using human tissue. The complexity
of the human brain cannot be replicated by
test-tube systems.

The Brain Bank for Autism makes brain tissue
available worldwide, to qualified researchers
aiming to better understand brain
development and what is changed in autism.
It is part of the US-based Autism Tissue
Program which has received brain donations
from more than 150 families and enabled 75
research projects that otherwise would not
have been possible.

‘So much medical research depends on the use of
human tissue, donated by families determined to
help others, to ensure that some good comes
from the death of a loved one. Like all parents, I
do not want to even think about the possibility
of my children dying. But I will ensure that their
brain tissue, as well as my own, is made available
for research, in the hope that treatments will soon
be found for the disabling features of autism’.

& Related Developmental Research

Organ and tissue donation
programmes play a critical
role in medical research.
This programme works
with partner brain banks
and is dedicated to making
post-mortem tissue
available for research into
brain development
and autism.

Catharine Joachim
(Research Pathologist)
Mother of 2 children with severe autism

for more information,
call 0800 089 0707

Techniques used by researchers to study
the brain
Scientists use advanced brain-imaging
techniques to ‘see inside’ the brain of living
individuals. While imaging is invaluable for
seeing the big picture, it is only possible to look
at the finer detail by using post-mortem brain
tissue. Then we can visualise the way neurones
are connected and how they communicate
using neurochemicals, or metabolic processes
and how these are regulated. Such microscopic
details could help point to new ideas for
interventions and treatments in the future.

BRAIN BANK for AUTISM

(8 to 8 weekdays and 9 to 12 noon Saturday)
‘I support this programme wholeheartedly. The
only way we can study the fine structure of the
brain is by direct examination of brain tissue,
which is essential to better our understanding
of autism. To make progress in this sensitive
but important area of clinical research, we
depend heavily on the donation of autopsy
brain tissue’
Professor Anthony Bailey
University of Oxford

or visit us online at
www.brainbankforautism.org.uk

About Autism
Autism is a lifelong disability associated with
complex changes in the way the brain develops
and functions. Autism impairs social
interaction, causes problems with verbal and
nonverbal communication, and leads to
repetitive or severely limited activities and
interests. Symptoms vary from very mild to
severe—comprising a range of diagnoses
known as Autism Spectrum Disorders.
Every 20 minutes another family receives the
news that their child has autism. 1 in 100
children is diagnosed with an autism spectrum
condition, making it more common than
childhood cancer, juvenile diabetes and
paediatric AIDS combined. In the UK, over
500,000 individuals are affected by autism and
tens of millions worldwide.
Families are desperately seeking answers for
their children. Autism Speaks is determined to
give hope to these families, but we cannot do it
alone.

Unravelling The Mysteries Of Autism
Research is needed to understand the causes
and biological basis of autism. The developing
brain is altered in autism but scientists do not
know how or why. Such critical research is
hindered by the scarcity of human brain tissue.
By increasing the amount of brain tissue
available for research, we increase scientists’
ability to find answers—which could lead to
the development of better interventions to
improve the quality of life of those affected by
autism.

Brain tissue is a precious resource in the
process of scientific discovery

We ask that you support the urgent
mission to facilitate brain research
and quicken the pace of discovery

Why your support is needed
The Brain Bank for Autism seeks to understand
the causes of autism. It is important for
everyone - not just the autism community that studies using human brain tissue are
made.
Concentrated efforts have been made to study
the brain’s ageing process, such as in
Alzheimer’s disease, yet in early life, research
into the development and maturation of the
brain is overlooked. It is of vital importance to
all areas of mental health to understand how
the brain develops, how it matures in young
adulthood and functions from then on. The
younger generations should not be neglected
and the whole cross-section of society needs
to be involved.
The UK Brain Bank for Autism is supported by
Autism Speaks™ and forms part of the Thomas
Willis Oxford Brain Collection at the University
of Oxford.

‘I am very happy to give my support to the Brain
Bank for Autism. My long experience, first as a
parent and later as a clinician and researcher,
has shown me that autism is a developmental
condition affecting brain function and that its
wide spectrum ranges from very severe
generalised disabilities up to very high ability,
even genius level. My daughter Suzie, who was
diagnosed as having autism at age 3 years, died
unexpectedly aged 49 years. My husband and I
still mourn her loss. One consolation for us is
that we donated her brain for research and are
donating ours in our wills.’
Dr. Lorna Wing
Pioneer in clinical practice and research relating to autism
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Register Your Suppor t
I wish to register my support for research
into how the brain develops and into the
causes of autism
Name..................................................
Address...............................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
Postcode.............................................
Phone..................................................
Signature............................................
Date....................................................
I am willing to be contac ted by the
BRAIN BANK for AUTISM
Please send me fur ther information.
How did you hear about our work?
(tick one)
___Conference or meeting
___Clinic or research centre
___Magazine ar ticle
___Autism Speaks
___Other, please tell us:
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
...........................................................
Use the pre-paid envelope to return
this form to:
Autism Speaks
Rother field House
7 The Fairmile
Henley-on-Thames
Ox fordshire
RG9 2J R

email: info@brainbankforautism.org.uk

or visit us online at www.brainbankforautism.org.uk

Please return to Autism Speaks using pre-paid envelope

